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I love history!

Hi, I’m Andrew Louis. I love learning about history! 


In university, I was doing a minor in it but then computer science took over my life. Lately, I’ve been getting back into it and I want to share a few of the internet’s origin 
stories.



Vannevar Bush 
and his Memex

Story #1



Vannevar Bush had a problem. He was drowning in paper.


_________________

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/e/ea/Vannevar_Bush_portrait.jpg




WW2 caused a huge increase in bureaucracies. 


_________________

Picture actually depicts work done on the 1940 census



More paperwork, reports, and correspondence were being produced than ever before.


_________________

“In this rare photo of a segregated office during World War II, William Coffee (standing) was the first African American supervisor in the Army’s cryptologic organisation” 
https://www.businessinsider.com.au/nsa-history-photos-2014-2



Information everywhere!


_________________

FBI fingerprinting operation in a federal armoury during the war

https://www.fbi.gov/history/brief-history/world-war-cold-war



During the war, Bush was the director of all civilian research in America. TIME magazine called him the General of Physics



Each day his desk was flooded with paper. The organization he managed produced 35,000 reports in just a few years.



”We are being buried 
in our own product”

We are being buried


And the problem was about to become more urgent because—


_________________

From Memex Revisited, 1967



One of his secret roles was overseeing the Manhattan project which was building the first atomic bomb. He was concerned that humans were losing the ability to make 
sense of complexity but at the same time gaining the ability to blow up the planet.


As the war came to an end, he thought about solutions. Wouldn’t it be amazing if people could have a device that would store and organize all their information and let 
them easily search and navigate through it.




Bush had a lot of experience in engineering complicated devices.



He came up with a new device called the Memex. It was to be a desk-sized device that stored information on microfilm. Documents could be brought up and displayed 
on the screen in the middle.


It would also came with some addon devices



Cyclops camera


_________________

From LIFE magazine version of the As We May Think article: https://books.google.com/books?id=uUkEAAAAMBAJ&lpg=PP1&dq=life%20magazine
%201945%20september&pg=PA112#v=onepage&q&f=false





Or you could add notes with this microphone



But the most powerful feature of the Memex was Bush’s idea that users should be able to link together arbitrary pieces of data and then navigate through this web of 
information. Hm, sounds like hyperlinks.


This was a pretty radical idea of what a computer could do. Computers basically didn’t even exist yet. 



The ENIAC, which was the first digital computer, was still a few years away.


If you walked into an office in the 40s and asked to see the computer, this is what you would see:


_________________

https://education.blogs.archives.gov/2015/10/08/upcoming-events-for-educators-at-the-national-archives-at-new-york-city/1260_original/



You’d see this.


Or maybe this:



If you look at the top left, you’ll see that this group of people was called the “computing division.”


So the idea of a single user sitting in front of a screen was a very fresh idea. The Memex caused quite a stir when it came out but it was never built. But the idea didn’t 
die. Just the opposite.



Doug Engelbart 
and his demo

Story #2



In WW2, Doug Engelbart joined the navy.



He had just finished his training as a radar technician.


But just when he got deployed, the war ended and he found himself in the Philippines with a lot of free time on his hands.



One day, he stumbles into a library run by the Red Cross in a hut similar to this one. By chance, he comes across Vannevar Bush’s Memex article.


_________________

https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2013/07/the-hut-where-the-internet-began/277551/



It was like a bolt of lightning. He decided then and there that his life goal would be devoted to making the Memex vision a reality. Here are his margin notes on his copy of 
the Memex article.


It took almost 15 years but Engelbart finally got funding to pursue this research at Stanford. He got to work building a computer system that would help users organize 
and navigate through information.


_________________

(Fun fact: Engelbart’s annotated copy of As We May Think was archived by Elizabeth Feinler!) 


Engelbart’s discovery recounted here and other places:

https://books.google.ca/books?id=cTyfxP-g2IIC&lpg=PP1&dq=doormouse%20said&pg=PT36#v=onepage&q&f=false



Engelbart quickly put together a quirky, ambitious team. Groups of people would casually hang out around computer monitors and collaborate.



They did meetings sitting on the ground



They were comfortable putting their feet up



Note: this could just be a cigarette 
(But there was definitely weed in the office!)

They were comfortable sneaking joints into the office. Everyone was trying LSD.


_________________

http://web.stanford.edu/dept/SUL/library/extra4/sloan/mousesite/gallery/photos/w08.html



Hair grew longer


_________________

http://web.stanford.edu/dept/SUL/library/extra4/sloan/mousesite/gallery/photos/m10.html



Even Engelbart tried growing out his beard


_________________

Note: “Engelbart” literally means “angel’s beard”. Feinler points this out in this interview: 

https://youtu.be/eOxR9oglT7E?t=8m48s



They had standing desks. 


_________________

http://web.stanford.edu/dept/SUL/library/extra4/sloan/mousesite/gallery/



They even had yoga desks.


Even by 1960s California standards, people thought his group was weird.



“You will all be doing 
this one day”

Engelbart would just smile and say “You will all be doing this one day”


_________________

Story from Feinler’s article about the NIC’s work: http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/stamp/stamp.jsp?arnumber=5551028&tag=1



As they built new features or wrote documentation, they forced themselves to do all the work on their new computer system. He called this technique “bootstrapping”. 
(Today we might call this “eating your own dogfood”)



Early versions of their system look similar to the radar consoles Engelbart used in the navy.



The system quickly grew into something we would recognize today.


_________________

Beau Hardeman. http://web.stanford.edu/dept/SUL/library/extra4/sloan/mousesite/gallery/photos/m01.html



If it doesn’t look like anything special, just remember that in the 60s, this is what a computer was. You’d use punch cards and wait for results to be spit out on a printer.




But Engelbart was having trouble explaining what exactly he was building. In 1968, he made the risky decision to do a live demo in front of 2000 people in San Francisco



The demo was carefully prepared. Here’s Engelbart doing a rehearsal.



_________________

Cameo: Stewart Brand running the cameras

https://medium.com/@yang140/computer-history-doug-engelbart-6cc9896677a9



It went off perfectly. For those in attendance, the 90 minute demo was like a religious experience.


Unfortunately there are no photos from the day-of event so you’ll just have to imagine this room full of thousands of people with their jaws on the ground.


Here are just some of the things the world witnessed for the first time:



the first computer mouse



Interactive text editing. Here’s Engelbart working on his shopping list 


_________________

90 minute demo available for watching here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yJDv-zdhzMY&t=4824s



People saw hyperlinks working for the first time. They saw early versions of wikis, email, source control.



As a final wow, he video conferenced other team members and collaborated with them remotely


Engelbart’s demo changed the way people think about computers forever.



The ARPANET
Interlude:



ARPA was a research and development arm of the US Department of Defence. 



The majority of ARPA’s attention in the 60s was devoted to coming up with horrible ways to win the war in Vietnam. But they also decided to fund a small experiment in 
networking computers together.


_________________

Great book on ARPA’s history: https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/30780220-the-imagineers-of-war


————————

https://www.military.com/benefits/veterans-health-care/agent-orange.html



Some people say that ARPA wanted to build a distributed network that could survive a nuclear attack. There’s a bit of truth to this but the main goal was simply 
investigating a new networking technique called packet switching




This was the technique of splitting up information into little parcels that could be delivered independently and then reassembled at the destination


_________________

Original diagram by Paul Baran. RAND memo



When Doug Engelbart heard about the idea of connecting computers together, he immediately recognized the potential and volunteered his system to be part of the 
experiment. 


Here he is at a planning meeting, using his new computer system to help facilitate the meeting (by the way, nobody had ever used computers this way before). 



In the Mother of All Demoes, there’s a brief mention of ARPANET at the end of the presentation and Engelbart jokes that he might do the demo remotely next year.



By 1969, the first routers were delivered and installed.


_________________

Interface message processor

http://www.computerhistory.org/revolution/networking/19/407



They connecting Engelbart’s system at Stanford to UCLA.


Here are some of the folks at UCLA getting ready for the first transmission.


_________________

UCLA ARPANET students and staff in lab, circa 1969. (Photo courtesy of Larry Kleinrock)

https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/national/security-of-the-internet/history/



The first data transferred was an “l” and then an “o”, and then a “g” and then NOTHING


The programmer was running the  `login` command but it crashed on the ‘g’. The buffer size was increased, the operating system was recompiled, and 15 minutes later, 
the first message was exchanged on the internet!


_________________

Charles Kline, UCLA. https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=114&v=7duyl0ZZ5BQ



Here’s the UCLA log from that day


_________________

https://www.flickr.com/photos/fastlizard4/6293913865/



Arpanet started off with just a few hosts



By 1972, they had added more computers. 


But there was a problem. People just weren’t that into it.


For one thing, universities didn’t want keeners from other schools logging on and clogging up their valuable computing resources.


Another problem: ARPA had spent a lot of time on engineering the packet switching hardware but software, documentation?



¯\_( )_/¯

Users were left to their own to figure this out.



At the end of 1972, there was going to be a big ARPANET showcase in Washington DC and the project leaders hoped this would help increase enthusiasm.


This brings us to our final story


_________________

https://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2011/10/arpanets-coming-out-party-when-the-internet-first-took-center-stage/



Elizabeth Feinler 
and the Network 
Information Center

Story #3



Elizabeth Feinler worked in the same building as Doug Engelbart, running a team that did literature searches for chemists. 


As Engelbart scrambled to get ready for ARPANET’s big demo, he came to Feinler and said: 


_________________

All black and white photos of Feinler taken from here: http://web.stanford.edu/dept/SUL/library/extra4/sloan/mousesite/gallery/photos/w11.html



“I have a job for you. We need 
a resource handbook for the 
internet.”  

“What’s a resource 
handbook?” asked Feinler. 

“I don’t have a clue but we 
need one in six weeks!”

This is what had happened: the ARPANET engineers had started writing this document but then they got distracted by shinier technical problems


_________________

BBN, the engineers contracted by ARPANET, had started the handbook but didn’t finish it:

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/stamp/stamp.jsp?arnumber=5551028

Story recounted here:

http://ethw.org/Oral-History:Elizabeth_%22Jake%22_Feinler



Feinler put together almost 1000 pages of documentation that would help new users get started on the network. The ARPANET demo was a success and she began 
working on the project fulltime.


_________________

Not the actual resource handbook but a similar sort of information package. 



Over the next twenty years, Feinler, played a huge part in shaping the internet. Let me share some of the ways:



The NIC 
(Network Information 
Center)

When new users would connect to the ARPANET, there was no Google to help figure things out. Instead, there was the NIC — the Network Information Center. This is the 
group that Elizabeth Feinler took charge of in 1972.



At the beginning, they focused on things like mailing out huge handbooks and running a toll-free hotline. 


_________________

http://www.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a482154.pdf



This is one of the directories they mailed out.


_________________

https://www.flickr.com/photos/9623061@N06/10891431243



WHATIS 
WHOIS

Then they began adding interactive services. 


There was the WHATIS service for showing what servers were online.


There was also the WHOIS service that let someone enter a person’s last name and get back information about that person and how to reach them.



By the way, here’s an amazing tweet I found of hers. She would have been in her late 70s when she tweeted this.


_________________

twitter.com/foonly/status/1333550539

Foonly == a short-lived computer system sold by Tymshare. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Foonly



Here’s the type of information the WHOIS service would give you.


One day, the military came to her and asked her to add titles to the directory. She refused and made up an excuse about it being too difficult to implement. But the real 
reason was that she wanted anyone on the network to feel comfortable talking to anyone else. 


_________________

Image is from a 1982 host table

Story from here: http://ethw.org/Oral-History:Elizabeth_%22Jake%22_Feinler



Nobel Prize winners; 
sixteen-year-old kids

She loved the fact that a Nobel Prize winner could be exchanging messages with a 16 year old without knowing it.



Documenting the ARPANET

ARPA mainly cared about the hardware side of the network and users were left on their own to figure out protocols



Feinler and the NIC made sure a wide range of people participated in this development. They also handled documentation and backups when the programmers inevitably 
forgot to take care of it. And they made sure that everyone on the network was kept up to date on discussions.


_________________

Image shows the backup tapes and publications of the NIC. 

From: http://www.dougengelbart.org/history/pix.html



@
People were still pretty iffy about ARPANET but that all changed when email was created. It was the first killer app and it quickly took up the majority of bandwidth on the 
network. Most importantly for users, you could reach others by using an email address instead of remembering a complicated numeric network address. 


Feinler’s team took on the responsibility of maintaining the table that translated hostnames into network addresses.


————————————

Obviously, managing the host table was crucial part of a functioning network and not just for email



At first, this was done by sending out a paper version to each administrator


When this became too cumbersome, they started storing the host table as an ASCII flat file that administrators would have to copy over FTP a few times per week.


*So just to clarify*, the host table for the entire internet was stored as a single file that people would have to copy to their own computer.



But if an admin was lazy and didn’t update their table, it could make make the whole network break down in bounced requests.


Feinler had to spend hours convincing sys admins that they needed to keep up to date.



Domains

As the ARPANET grew in importance, everyone wanted their own top level hostnames. But nobody could agree on the rules for assigning them. Feinler looked into the 
future and saw that this problem would just keep getting worse and worse. 


Feinler and the NIC decided to split up the network into various top level domains that could be administrated separately. 


There would be:



.mil 

.gov 

.edu 

.org 

.bus .com

.mil


At the last minute, someone realized .bus was being used for some hardware controllers so they switched .com


_________________

Story about the .bus to .com switch from:

https://books.google.ca/books?id=cla-CgAAQBAJ&lpg=PA138&ots=BdE33506rY&dq=.bus%20.com%20feinler&pg=PA138#v=onepage&q&f=false



Network migrations

Every time there was a protocol to update, Feinler would stay up all night working on the migrations and then remain at the office the next day to handle all the user 
support. She drank a lot of mountain dew during this time.



The biggest of these migrations was the switch to TCP/IP. It was a new and improved protocol developed in the 70s but people were taking their sweet time to upgrade. 
Finally, the military imposed a hard deadline of January 1, 1983. 


It was a huge scramble and some hosts didn’t make it but the switchover was a success. Around this time, the ARPANET went from being considered a *research* 
network  to an *operational* network.


The NIC became more important than ever and Feinler’s role grew. By the end of her time with the NIC, she was managing a team of 45 and had a budget of $11M/year.


_________________

https://googleblog.blogspot.ca/2013/01/marking-birth-of-modern-day-internet.html



The NIC’s legacy



ARPANET wasn’t the only 
network out there





Later in the 80s, France had a TV based system called MINITEL that millions of people used. 


_________________

There’s a great Reply All episode about this:

https://gimletmedia.com/episode/french-connection/


And an Internet History Podcast episode:

http://www.internethistorypodcast.com/2016/01/minitel-the-french-internet-that-came-before/



Canada had a similar system called TELIDON


_________________

My favourite story about TELIDON: 

https://video.vice.com/en_ca/video/the-lost-art-of-canada39s-doomed-pre-internet-web/559588b70d6551143782d428



Plato was a popular academic system that had email, forums, and online games in the 70s.


_________________

Great episode: http://www.internethistorypodcast.com/2017/12/the-forgotten-story-of-plato-with-brian-dear/



The Soviets had a network


_________________

https://aeon.co/essays/how-the-soviets-invented-the-internet-and-why-it-didn-t-work



IBM’s SNA 
DEC’s DECNET 
OSI in Europe 
IPSANET in Canada

The corporations had networks



IPSANET


_________________

Ipsanet. http://rogerdmoore.ca/RAWP/index3705.html



Why did the internet win?

It’s complicated to answer. Having the backing of the American government certainly helped. 


But also, letting users control the direction turned out to be a pretty good idea. Feinler and the NIC were crucial in facilitating this.


_________________

A good discussion of this question: http://culturedigitally.org/2013/02/the-internet-if-youve-got-a-small-business-you-didnt-build-that/



From: fei...@nsipo.arc.nasa.gov (Elizabeth 
Feinler)
Date: 1996/11/06
Message-ID: <Pine.SUN.
3.95.961106142821.6479J-100000@nsipo.arc.nasa.gov>
#1/1
newsgroups: info.ietf

Having been the originator of the idea 
of .com, .edu, .gov, .mil, etc I have been 
watching this discussion with some amusement.  

I can only say to those whose first language is 
not English that you are not alone in feeling some 
trepidation. I feel great sympathy for ** ANY** 
speakers who are willing to step up to the 
microphone in IETF meetings, especially if the 
topic is naming and addressing! That is not an 
exercise for the faint of heart. 

In doing research for this talk, I came across a usenet post by Feinler that she made years after her time at the NIC had wrapped up.


It’s a heated debate where people are angry and fighting about an issue with the domain name system. 


She drops some wisdom on the thread.


_________________

https://groups.google.com/forum/#!original/info.ietf/2tXzYtQrnS4/CAVI4FYVKmwJ



In the heat of battle and the exchange of ideas, it behooves 
us all to remember that we are engaged in an international 
discussion among peers and be a little kinder and gentler 
with each other. As this discussion is pointing out,  what 
is satire in one background can be insult in another. 

Also I might point out that the naming system has held up 
reasonably well over several years because of the many ideas 
and heated discussions that led to a workable consensus. My 
suggestion would be to continue this process of evolution of 
the naming system  until better solutions are found, and go 
easy on flames and bashing.  IETF is not perfect in its 
approach to problem solving, but hey, it's held up as a 
viable open technical forum for more than 20 years (thanks 
to the dedication of many) and has produced the phenomenon 
of the Internet, so has to be doing something right.  If you 
have good ideas get them in there...global feedback and 
consensus are what have made the Internet great...it's a 
chaotic democracy not a cartel conspiracy.

Signed,
Tattered but still unfurled
Elizabath Feinler

I think it nicely summarizes the way her leadership shaped the internet




And now to conclude

These three stories are only a fraction of what got us to the internet. But I think they represent some of the different types of work required to make a new technology 
successful:



Conceptualizers like Bush open up space and let us imagine new worlds.



Doug Engelbart who took this wild vision and made it work. In academia, people say “publish or perish”. In tech, we sometimes say: “Demo or die”



Elizabeth Feinler never learned how to program and never got involved in the internet’s nitty gritty technical debates.


But her years and years of writing, talking on the phone, and exchanging emails had an incredible impact on the version of the internet we have now.


She convinced a whole bunch of people with big egos and different goals to work together and to do it in an open and collaborative way.


And most impressively, at the height of the Cold War, with a project sponsored by the military, she fought to create an open network where planning and control was 
done by the users.


_________________

https://web.stanford.edu/dept/SUL/library/extra4/sloan/mousesite/gallery/photos/w11.html


Feinler mentions the the Cold War backdrop in this RFC reflecting on 30 years of the open process:

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2555



Another concluding thought

But here’s something else that you should stew on:


The stories of Vannevar Bush and Doug Engelbart are often celebrated and you may have heard about them before. 


But how many have heard the story of Elizabeth Feinler before? [hands]


Some of you might see where I’m going with this


The way we tell origin stories is important. Let’s think carefully about the types of work and people we might be overlooking.



(If you like stories about internet 
history, I have a newsletter that 
you can subscribe to!)  

Thank you!

Andrew Louis (@hyfen) 
https://hyfen.net/memex

http://hyfen.net/memex


Further learning:
• As We May Think (the Memex essay) 

• What the Doormouse Said. A great overview of computing history 

• Engelbart’s Demo 

• Photos of Engelbart’s team and Elizabeth Feinler 

• 99pi episode about Engelbart’s work 

• Interview with Elizabeth Feinler 

• Feinler’s work at the NIC

https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/1945/07/as-we-may-think/303881/
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/725789.What_the_Dormouse_Said
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yJDv-zdhzMY&t=4824s
http://web.stanford.edu/dept/SUL/library/extra4/sloan/mousesite/
https://99percentinvisible.org/episode/of-mice-and-men/
http://ethw.org/Oral-History:Elizabeth_%22Jake%22_Feinler
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/stamp/stamp.jsp?arnumber=5551028&tag=1

